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This page requires Javascript. Modify your browsers settings to allow Javascript to execute. See your
browsers documentation for specific instructions. Click here Select from the products you own.
Thus, the warranty has been removed from this product.Any warranty support needed would be
completed by the third party that sold the product.Please use the product number and serial
numbers of the new product to validate warranty status.Any warranty support needed would be
completed by the reseller that sold the product.It matches the product Please enter a Product
Number to complete the request. Learn more about HPs privacy policy This process can take several
minutes depending on the number of warranties being checked.We apologize for this inconvenience
and are addressing the issue. Please try again shortly. Here you will be able to learn about
everything HP Photosmart C4480 Printer has to offer. This owner’s manual will also teach all the
features the HP Photosmart C4480 PrinterThis is a free program available from the Adobe web site.
Follow the download directions on the Adobe web site to get your copy of Adobe Acrobat Reader.
Ask your question here. Provide a clear and comprehensive description of the issue and your
question. The more detail you provide for your issue and question, the easier it will be for other HP
Photosmart C4480 owners to properly answer your question. Ask a question About the HP
Photosmart C4480 This manual comes under the category Printers and has been rated by 1 people
with an average of a 6.1. This manual is available in the following languages English. Do you have a
question about the HP Photosmart C4480 or do you need help. Ask your question here HP
Photosmart C4480 specifications Brand Turn the printer off, and make sure that the printhead is not
hanging over the paper and that no paper remains in the printer. In that case you will receive a
message that the cartridge is
empty.http://logenamerica.com/userfiles/descargar-manuales-de-maquillaje.xml

hp photosmart c4480 printer manual, hp c4480 printer manual, c4480 printer
manual, hp printer c4480 manual, hp printer c4480 manual download.
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The manual of the purchased cartridge usually contains the solution, if this does not work, it is
advisable to contact the seller. Check if the cartridges or toners are full. If so, inkjet printers often
require cleaning the printer, the cartridges have dried out, or the print head is broken. With laser
printers, calibrating the laser printer is recommended. ManualSearcher.com ensures that you will
find the manual you are looking for in no time. Our database contains more than 1 million PDF
manuals from more than 10,000 brands. Every day we add the latest manuals so that you will always
find the product you are looking for. Its very simple just type the brand name and the type of
product in the search bar and you can instantly view the manual of your choice online for free.
ManualSearcher. com If you continue to use this site we will assume that you are happy with it. Read
more Ok. Post your question here in this forum. Were committed to dealing with such abuse
according to the laws in your country of residence. When you submit a report, well investigate it and
take the appropriate action. Well get back to you only if we require additional details or have more
information to share. Note that email addresses and full names are not considered private
information. Please mention this; Therefore, avoid filling in personal details. Please enter your email
address. Service station absorber sponge soaks up used ink during cartridge cleaning. Works as sled
filters. ADF assembly includes the complete ADF assembly motor, gears, rollers, sensor, does not
include the ADF pad or plastic flatbed cover. for entire unit please see ADF unit assembly. For this
unit, we will ship the entire ADF Assembly. This includes the ADF automatic document feeder for
this unit. Most covers use 2 hinges this price includes 1pc Hinge. Lid that pressed document onto
the glass for copying or scanning
document.http://www.sportovepohare.sk/userfiles/descargar-manuales-aci.xml

We will contact you with repair total and your diagnostic fee will be waived if unit is repaired.
Service warranty is 30days labor and 90days for parts. Extended warranty option is available. Lower
feed roller assembly for lower paper input tray This is not a service manual for technical repair. It
uses Windows Color System WCS technology designed to improve quality and speed of color printing
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of documents with rich graphics This printer driver has a very limited set of supported features and
therefore it is not recommended for standard, everyday printing. Key features that are not supported
by the HP XPS Printer Driver include Borderless Photo Printin Print Preview Featur Manual
TwoSided Duplex Printin Color Management Suppor Advanced Color Setting Minimize Margins
Featur Scale to Fit Featur Real Life Technology RLT suppor Booklet Featur Printer Services Suppor
Color Options Suppor Custom Paper Size Suppor Tiled Poster Printing Support NOTE The HP. This
download includes the HP Photosmart Software Suite enhanced ima. Here you will find a list of
various operating systems with links to download their respective printer drivers. Select your
operating system and download its driver. Note Look on the printer front, top and back physically to
get the exact model number. Note These drivers are the same one which is listed on HP official
website. We just have listed all those here only for visitors convenient in free of charge, see below
for download link. It has been designed to fulfill a midsized office printing needs. This is an ideal
printer for those who want laser quality text and lab quality photo prints at affordable rates. Choose
your operating system and system type 32bit or 64bit and then click on the highlighted blue link
hyperlink to download the driver. This option is the direct download option from printer’s official
website, so you will always get latest drivers from there.

In this wizard method, you have two options; A and B, follow one of them It can be done using its
color display and memory card slots. The LCD control panel on its front is easy to use and can be
operated using three tiny buttons. Also, you get fast prints of uniform quality even if you are
completing a large print job. The scanner and copier of this allinone performs equally well when
compared to its printer. The black ink cartridge is available in two sizes HP 74 Standard CB335WN
with page yield of nearly 200 pages, and HP 74XL HighYield CB336WN with page yield of nearly 750
pages. The tricolor ink cartridge is also available in two sizes HP 75 Standard CB337WN with page
yield of almost 170 pages, and HP 75XL HighYield CB338WN with page yield of up to 580 pages.
Heres its driver Download Link. Dont hesitate if have any more question about this printer driver.
Although all the drivers already listed in the download area above. If it doesnt work so please
communicate with us in the comment section below, well help you further. Thats all I request from
you guys. I hope youll do it. THIS DRIVER DOES NOT!!! It’s blocked from functioning. There is no
excuse for this. We recommend you to please install this driver manually using “Add a printer”
option. If this doesn’t work then there is no other option remains because it is the matter of
compatibility of the driver. We disclaim any ownership of that material. All copyright material
belongs to their respective owner. Copying of our original work is not allowed. We are an
independent website and are not providing any kind of paid support. Read full disclaimer. Or if you
have any question feel free to contact us. Well assume you are pleased with this, however youll
choose if you want.Out of these cookies, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on
your browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website.
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We also use thirdparty cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These
cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to optout of
these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may have an effect on your browsing
experience. This category only includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and security
features of the website. These cookies do not store any personal information. It is mandatory to
procure user consent prior to running these cookies on your website. Well be happy to answer your
question within 24 hours. Its FREE. Please try again.Please try again.In order to navigate out of this
carousel please use your heading shortcut key to navigate to the next or previous heading. In order
to navigate out of this carousel please use your heading shortcut key to navigate to the next or
previous heading. In order to navigate out of this carousel please use your heading shortcut key to
navigate to the next or previous heading. Full content visible, double tap to read brief content.
Please try your search again later.Easily print, scan and copy using this compact, affordable all in
one. Plus, print photos without a PC using the color display and memory card slots. Get laser quality
text, vivid graphics and lab quality photos that last for generations.Offering laserquality black text,
vivid color graphics, and labquality photo prints, this printer can do it all. Fast, HighQuality Output
Thanks to HP Vivera inks and a print resolution of up to 1200 dpi black and 4800 x 1200 dpi color,
all your printsfrom text documents to colorful presentationwill be sharp and clear. Fast, too! The
C4480 offers print and copy speeds up to 30 ppm black and up to 23 ppm color. By adding HPs
optional 6ink photo cartridge, you can produce labquality photos as well. A 4 x 6inch photo will be
ready in a mere 25 seconds. Thanks to a builtin memory card reader and a 1.

http://askueandco.com/images/braven-710-manual.pdf

5inch color display, you can easily print photos without a PC; simply insert the memory card and
make sure everything looks okay on the LCD screen. The C4480 can handle a variety of print media
including plain, inkjet, and photo papers, envelopes, transparencies, labels, cards, ironon transfers,
borderless media, and panoramic paper up to 8.5 x 24inches. It can also produce a borderless print
up to 8.5 x 11 inches. When you are using different types of media, you can be assured of optimal
results thanks to the printers automatic papertype sensor. The C4480 produces copies at the same
highquality output and fast speed as it does prints. You can reduce and enlarge from 50 to 400
percent of the original, and make up to 50 copies at one time. A CISbased flatbed scanner lets you
make full 48bit color scans at up to 1200 x 2400 optical dpi. The maximum scan size is 8.5 x 11.7,
and the device has a scan speed of 13 seconds for preview mode, less than seconds for an OCR scan
of a lettersize document, and less than 48 seconds for a 4 x 6 color photo. The scanner outputs in
JPEG format for easy convenience. The C4480 measures 17.1 x 23.1 x 6.4 inches WxDxH is backed
by a 1year manufacturers warranty and additional support available from HP Total Care. Whats in
the Box HP C4480 printer, blank print cartridge, tricolor print cartridge, power cord, power adapter,
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setup guide, basics guide, HP software. To calculate the overall star rating and percentage
breakdown by star, we don’t use a simple average. Instead, our system considers things like how
recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify
trustworthiness. Please try again later. Sandy McGuire 1.
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0 out of 5 stars I contacted the seller and he referred me to HP com tried and it worked better now 2
months after I received it does not work and seller said I have it too long so am stuck with a bad
printer and a bad feeling about the seller sure will not buy anything from that place againIm an
Instructor for our local CERT Community Emergency Response Team and the newsletter Editor for
our local Ham Radio Club. I decided to try the newer C4480 that SoCal Tech and Electronics had
advertised on amazon.com It arrived about an hour ago and is up and running great. I just pulled out
my old 4440 and connected the 4480 with the 4440 cables, then pulled the ink cartridges and paper
out of the 4440 and put them in the 4480. Didnt even have to download the 4480 drivers and the
printer began working with the already installed 4440 drivers. Thanks guys! Oh, by the way, I
ordered another C4480 as a backup for when this one finally gives up the ghost. Great little
printers!This new one was plugandplay and has so far worked smoothly tho I hate to tempt the gods.
I did find the original one was difficult to work wireless with a Mac so Im not even trying with this
one, but with my particular room setup, its been no problem to work with a usb cable. So.yeah.
Recommended.She had never owned an all in one; I have one at home and one at work and I thought
she would like the option to copy and scan. Even if you dont do either often, they are nice features to
have. I gave her a few pointers fast draft print settings for text to save on ink and the fastest format
for scanning docs. She hooked it up, was off and running, and just loves it. After owning 2 different
models myself and buying a third as a much liked gift, I would recommend any of the HP all in one
printers, even for the novice computer user. It might be a bit much if youre one of those people who
still have a VCR blinking 1200, but most people should find this printer not only easy to use, but a
quality product as well.

I should have thought to look and see if any Amazon 3rd party sellers had new C4280 unitsthe 2007
model. As it turns out, there are plenty of brand new C4280s to be had, and I just ordered one. The
C4480 was a waste of money.It arrived incredibly the very next day, and I immediately opened the
package to try it out. Printer does not come with a USB cable but I had extras. This does come with
ink, which was surprising to me. The printer is pretty large, but thats mainly because the scanner
has to be at least the size of a regular 8.5X11 paper duh. The instructions were very lucid and easy
to follow. I have Windows Vista and it had no problems detecting the printer. Ok, now what youve
been waiting for the results of the test print. Well, looked ok to me. But geez was this printer LOUD.
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It seems to rattle and hum for a bit before getting down to the job of printing. Did the test scan and
again, LOUD. But I actually thought the scan quality was excellent. On a whim, I scanned a few
pictures and then some random magazine pages. Honestly, the scanner works great. When you
print, though, some colors do look a teensy bit off. Maybe theres a setting somewhere, hmm.
Anyway, aside from the noise, Im quite happy to have this as my home printer to use maybe 12X a
day. Just dont put a baby asleep next to it, ha ha.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try
again. The quality of photos isnt particularly appealing but this multifunction works well as a cheap
document printer and scanner. Though strikingly similar in design to the Photosmart C4580, the
Photosmart C4480 inkjet multifunction offers less features. There is a single USB 2.0 connection and
a media card reader supporting MemoryStick, SD, xD and MMC cards. Differentiating the
Photosmart C4480 from bargainbin inkjet multifunctions is a tiny 3.8cm colour LCD screen. The
multifunction has quick access buttons for scanning, copying and printing.

http://accurateverdicts.com/wp-content/plugins/formcraft/file-upload/server/content/files/1626ef8268
b364---bosch-pro-parquet-1800w-manual.pdf

The LCD also displays photos from removable media, and transitions between images were
surprisingly fast. Dont expect to edit images directly from the multifunction, but the LCDs inclusion
means you wont have to print then scan index sheets to select photos. Another design quirk is that
the Photosmart C4480 inkjet multifunctions only input tray is situated underneath the output tray
and only separated by thin plastic protrusions on either side, which rarely prevent input and output
media from mixing. The HP Photosmart C4480 prints fairly quickly given its price; it is capable of
printing draft mono documents at up to 18.9 pages per minute. When printing at normal quality, the
speed dropped to 6.1ppm. In our tests, colour documents printed slightly slower, at 14.1ppm in draft
mode and 2.8ppm in normal; these speeds are still significantly faster than the businessoriented
Officejet J4580. It takes taking 45 seconds to print a normal quality 4x6in photo, and 2min11secs to
print an A4 photo. If you arent careful to have the output guide fully extended, the printer is will
simply spit pages out. Printing is also significantly louder than most other budget inkjet
multifunctions. Thankfully, the quality is good. While draft and normal quality text documents are
overbold and fuzzy, text characters when printing in the best quality mode are crisp and very
readable. The quality of colour documents is noteworthy, with text and colours combined well. Blues
are slightly oversaturated, but otherwise the quality is commendable. Photos are marred by noise
and discolouration in gradients. The comparatively low print resolution means that A4 photos are the
more likely to be affected than 4x6in photos, though we found similar issues in both tests. If quality
isnt paramount, the Photosmart C4480 inkjet multifunction suffices. Otherwise we recommend a
more expensive printer for printing photos.

Scans can be initiated directly from the Photosmart C4480 inkjet multifunction and are
comparatively quick. However, the default scan options cant be configured and the results are
underwhelming; scans frequently had noisy backgrounds and lacked detail. The HP Photosmart
C4480s price tag is certainly appealing, and the running cost even more so, at an average of 23.2c
per A4 page. As a cheap document printer and scanner the Photosmart C4480 serves well, though
you may want to spend a little extra for better quality photos.View our privacy policy before signing
up. Now drop resistant up to 2 Meters.Sign up here Copyright 2013 IDG Communications. Sign up
now. Please help improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material
may be challenged and removed.Retrieved 20140216.By using this site, you agree to the Terms of
Use and Privacy Policy.
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